Learning and control of exploration primitives.
Animals explore novel environments in a cautious manner, exhibiting alternation between curiosity-driven behavior and retreats. We present a detailed formal framework for exploration behavior, which generates behavior that maintains a constant level of novelty. Similar to other types of complex behaviors, the resulting exploratory behavior is composed of exploration motor primitives. These primitives can be learned during a developmental period, wherein the agent experiences repeated interactions with environments that share common traits, thus allowing transference of motor learning to novel environments. The emergence of exploration motor primitives is the result of reinforcement learning in which information gain serves as intrinsic reward. Furthermore, actors and critics are local and ego-centric, thus enabling transference to other environments. Novelty control, i.e. the principle which governs the maintenance of constant novelty, is implemented by a central action-selection mechanism, which switches between the emergent exploration primitives and a retreat policy, based on the currently-experienced novelty. The framework has only a few parameters, wherein time-scales, learning rates and thresholds are adaptive, and can thus be easily applied to many scenarios. We implement it by modeling the rodent's whisking system and show that it can explain characteristic observed behaviors. A detailed discussion of the framework's merits and flaws, as compared to other related models, concludes the paper.